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Abstract Clayey rocks have a complex microstructure with
multiple characteristic lengths. Deformation under mechan-
ical loading generally induces damage by microcracking,
which essentially concerns the scale of mineral inclusions
embedded in the clay matrix. The modelling of these mate-
rials is considered within the framework of a double scale
approach, by numerical homogenisation, of the squared fi-
nite element method type. This allows a heterogeneous mi-
crostructure of the material to be taken into account and a
distribution of morphological properties to be introduced.
Emphasis is placed on the generation of microstructures sat-
isfying experimental observations, and keeping a certain sim-
plicity to fit into the framework of double scale modelling.
The material characteristics and behaviour are defined at the
grain scale: the mineralogical properties include the mineral
phase proportions and the grain morphology, while the ma-
terial constituents are represented by elastic grains separated
by damageable cohesive crack models. Then, the overall mi-
croscale behaviour of the material under solicitation is de-
rived from equilibrated elementary area (EA) configuration
and computational homogenisation. The variability of the
material response is studied with regard to small-scale as-
pects as microstructure variability, microstructure size, grain
angularity, and properties of grain contacts. Deformation anal-
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yses at grain contacts emphasise a dominant shear defor-
mation mode and the development of decohesion between
grains. The latter induces microfaulting processes across the
entire EA and strain softening of the overall response. More-
over, the improvement of microscale behaviour modelling
opens new possibilities for more realistic multi-scale mod-
elling and upscaled behaviour of heterogeneous rocks.

Keywords Micromechanics · Numerical modelling · Clay
rock ·Microcracking · Homogenised response

1 Introduction

Clayey rocks are a class of rocks considered for different
geological sites for the deep storage of nuclear wastes, due
to their low permeability property and resealing capacity
(Andra 2005; Croisé et al. 2004; Kickmaier and McKinley
1997). Understanding the role of microstructure on these
properties, and more generally on the bulk mechanical be-
haviour and multiphysical couplings at the macroscopic scale
(that of the engineer) is an important issue. The investigation
of the small-scale material behaviour is a major objective to
explain mechanisms observed at larger scale (e.g., Morgen-
stern and Tchalenko 1967; Rutter et al. 1986; French et al.
2015; Haines et al. 2013).

Clayey rocks have the particularity of having a complex
microstructure, which extends over a wide range of charac-
teristic lengths, from the nanometric scale of clay crystals to
the millimetric scale of mineral inclusions, or even the cen-
timetric to metric scale of variations in mineralogical com-
positions (Ortega et al. 2007; Yven et al. 2007; Klinkenberg
et al. 2009; Robinet et al. 2012). Depending on the physi-
cal phenomena studied, the relevant scales are not the same.
Concerning the mechanical damage, the permeability vari-
ation due to deformation and even the macroscopic failure
(due to a spatial localisation of the damage), the scale of
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mineral inclusions, which is that of microcracking, is the
most important (Desbois et al. 2017; M’Jahad et al. 2017).
At this micrometric scale, mineral inclusions of different
kinds appear to be embedded in a clay matrix. The mate-
rial is disordered with regard to the distribution, nature and
morphology of the mineral inclusions. A statistical descrip-
tion of the microstructure makes it possible to extract aver-
age characteristics (Fauchille 2015; Cosenza et al. 2015a,b,
2019; Fauchille et al. 2018). However, the microstructure of
these materials is not perfectly periodic and the spatial dis-
tribution of mineral inclusions cannot be completely deter-
mined, it appears that it conserves a part of spatial variabil-
ity.

The transition of scale between the microstructure of the
material and the macroscopic scale, between the statistically
representative elementary volume (REV) and the equivalent
homogeneous medium, has seen the development of many
approaches since several decades (e.g., Zaoui 2002, for a
survey). In recent years, due to advances in digital technol-
ogy, new multiscale approaches have emerged (e.g., Geers
and Yvonnet 2016), in particular computational homoge-
nization methods (Smit et al. 1998; Feyel and Chaboche
2000; Kouznetsova et al. 2001; Galvanetto and Aliabadi 2009;
Schröder 2014). They improve the microstructure definition
with more realistic morphologies, interface consideration and
damage. The method consists of a numerical treatment of
both micro and macro scale boundary value problems (BVP),
with a dialog between the two computations. Some macro
variables (e.g., strain) are transferred to the micro-BVP to
determine the boundary conditions. In return, the macro dual
quantities (e.g., stress) and tangent stiffness matrix result
from an averaging of the solution of the micro-BVP. Finite
element method (FEM) is generally used at macro-scale and
the micro scale problem can be solved also by FEM (referred
as FE2 method) or by other methods, for example discrete el-
ement method (Desrues et al. 2019). The method used in this
work is a FE2 approach where hydro-mechanical coupling
can be introduced at both scales (Frey et al. 2013; Pardoen
et al. 2018; van den Eijnden et al. 2016).

In these two-scale approaches, the model response de-
pends entirely on the microstructure: first, the spatial de-
scription of the heterogeneity of multiphase arrangement,
then, the constitutive behaviour of phases and interfaces.
The digital microstructure can be built on realistic geometric
models obtained directly from images by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) or X-ray Computed Tomography (CT)
(e.g., Sonon et al. 2015; Nguyen et al. 2017; Stamati et al.
2019). These methods require fine mesh sizes and result in
calculation costs for the micro scale alone that are not com-
patible with a double-scale calculation. This means that the
microstructure must be generated in an artificial way, to re-
main both simple (easy to mesh with few elements) and re-
spect a certain realism. Generation methods such as random

sequential addition (Widom 1966; Cooper 1988), discrete
element method (Lubachevsky and Stillinger 1990; Ghos-
sein and Lévesque 2013), or Voronoi tessellation (Fritzen
et al. 2009; Massart and Selvadurai 2012) can be used. This
last one has been selected here because it is more adapted to
the microstructure of clayey rocks.

Concerning the modelling of the micromechanical be-
haviour of clayey rocks, some recent studies have been de-
veloped with various homogenization methods. They include
for instance damage, inclusion debonding, inherent anisotropy,
and plastic compressible porous clay matrix (e.g., Shen et al.
2012; Shen and Shao 2014, 2015). Based on deformation
and cracking observed at microscale, similar mechanisms
will be embedded in the definition of the digital microstruc-
ture.

The article first describes the material studied, which is
a Callovo-Oxfordian clay rock, and its microstructure. Then
we briefly present the FE2 model used, derived from the
work of Frey et al. (2013) and van den Eijnden et al. (2016).
The microstructure generation method, based on the Voronoi
method, has been adapted for our case where mineral inclu-
sions, according to the mineralogical phases, do not have the
same properties in terms of granulometry, elongation, an-
gularity, and preferential orientation. Then, we present mi-
crostructures generated to satisfy the experimental statisti-
cal data. We explore the question of the representativity of
elementary areas and the variability with respect to the me-
chanical response of models.

2 Microstructure of the Callovo-Oxfordian clay rock

The Callovo-Oxfordian clay rock (COx) is the host rock
studied at the ANDRA Underground Research Laboratory
(URL) located in Bure (Meuse-Haute Marne, eastern France)
at approximately 490m below ground surface (Andra 2005;
Armand et al. 2014, 2017). It is a sedimentary, low-permeability,
cross-anisotropic, and indurated shale exhibiting quasi-horizontal
bedding planes. The microstructure of the COx clay rock is
heterogeneous and composed of several types of minerals.

Experimental observations and characterisations of the
rock microstructure (Yven et al. 2007; Robinet et al. 2012;
Cosenza et al. 2015a,b, 2019; Desbois et al. 2017) are con-
sidered to define the material in a realistic manner. Here-
after, the focus is mainly on the description of mineralogical
constituents, grain morphology (i.e., geometrical character-
istics), and microstructural patterns. The analysis methods
on micro- to meso-structures include SEM, X-ray micro-CT,
and image analysis with segmentation techniques. Measure-
ments, as those in Fig. 1, lead to the determination of mineral
groups, spatial distributions, mineral area fractions, as well
as size, shape, and orientation of mineral inclusions.
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Fig. 1 Microstructure of COx clay rock with spatial distribution of
mineral groups: (a) 2D SEM segmented image perpendicular to the
bedding planes and (b) 3D micro-CT subvolume (EST26095) (Robinet
et al. 2012).

2.1 Mineralogical composition

Experimental data indicate that the Callovo-Oxfordian clay
rock is composed of (Fig. 1): tectosilicates (−SixOy, mainly
quartz, 10-40%), carbonates (−CO3, mainly calcite, 15-80%),
heavy minerals (FeS2, pyrite, in a low proportion of 0-3%),
and clay minerals (20-60%) as described by Gaucher et al.
(2004); Andra (2005); Robinet et al. (2012); Armand et al.
(2017). The clay minerals consist mainly of illite and inter-
stratified illite/smectite. In situ, the proportions of the differ-
ent minerals in the rock layer show some variability within
the stratigraphic levels (i.e. with the depth) (Armand et al.
2014, 2017). The COx geological layer is composed of units
rich in clay minerals (main part of the total layer thickness)
and rich in carbonates.

In the following, the zone of interest is the median depth
of the COx layer (-490m) corresponding to the main level
of the ANDRA URL. It is located in the clay unit which
exhibits a high clay mineral content with non-porous min-
eral inclusions (mostly calcite and quartz) embedded in a
porous clay matrix (Robinet et al. 2012). Its mineralogical
composition is: clay fraction 40-60% (Armand et al. 2017),
calcite 25-35%, quartz 15-25%, and minor feldspar, mica
and pyrite (Gaucher et al. 2004). The scattering of the local
clay fraction based on experimental data from Cosenza et al.
(2015a,b) is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b) where it is compared to
numerical results (see sections 4.1 and 4.2). The local clay
fraction and its scattering are measured on square cells hav-
ing a dimension (critical length) of 110 µm.

At this scale (i.e. inclusion scale), the only visible poros-
ity is the macroporosity (macropores), the rest of the poros-
ity being in the clay matrix. However, macropores are very
much in the minority with a content less than a few percent.
This was experimentally measured by Robinet et al. (2012)
based on SEM images with macropores content < 2%.

2.2 Size and morphology of mineral inclusions

The characteristics of mineral inclusions are often quanti-
fied by considering a representative population of grains.
The inclusions have a size ranging from several micrometers
to a few hundreds of micrometers (Sammartino et al. 2003;
Robinet et al. 2012). The size is defined as two-dimensional
intercepted area in material sections. In average, quartz grains
are larger than carbonates, and pyrite grains are the smallest.
The complete granulometry of quartz and carbonate inclu-
sions can be found in Robinet (2008). It allows to derive the
mean area of inclusions which are about 100 µm2 for quartz
and 45 µm2 for carbonates in the COx clay rock. It is to men-
tion that the experimental distribution of inclusion area is a
power law (Robinet 2008). Therefore, defining mean areas
of inclusions is not straightforward and is realised in relation
to the overall area of investigation.

Other geometrical characteristics of the mineral inclu-
sions are defined by analyses of the small-scale structure.
The anisotropy of granular materials due to petrogenesis pro-
cesses is often quantified by the morphology of the grains.
In material sections, their elongation and orientation are de-
fined with an inclined ellipse fitting procedure on the grain
intercepted areas (Yamaji and Masuda 2005; Robinet et al.
2012). The grain elongation index corresponds to the ratio
of the ellipse minor h and major L axes:

e =
h
L

(1)

and the grain orientation α corresponds to the angle between
the major axis and the reference horizontal direction (i.e. the
bedding plane direction).

Results of experimental measurements in sections per-
pendicular to the bedding planes are summarised hereafter
(Robinet et al. 2012). The average values of grain elongation
are of 0.64 and 0.55 for quartz and carbonates, respectively.
This indicates that carbonate inclusions are more elongated
than quartz. The average orientation of mineral inclusions
is globally horizontal, even if the orientation of quartz is
more variable than for carbonates. The frequency distribu-
tions of grain elongation and orientation are detailed further
in section 4.2.3 (Robinet 2008; Robinet et al. 2012). The ex-
perimental characterisations have highlighted that the cross-
anisotropy of the material structure is due to the morphol-
ogy and orientation of the mineral inclusions. They have an
elongated shape with a preferential orientation parallel to the
bedding planes. Moreover, mineralogical and microstruc-
tural average characteristics of COx clay rock are summarised
in Table 1 based on the detailed experimental data.
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Table 1 Mineralogical and microstructural average characteristics of
COx clay rock in vertical sections perpendicular to the bedding planes
(EST26095).

Minerals Area fraction Area Elongation Orientation
[%] [µm2] e [-] α [◦]

Tectosilicates (quartz) 18 100 0.64 0 (variable)
Carbonates (calcite) 30 45 0.55 0
Heavy minerals (pyrite) 2 - - -
Clay matrix 50 - - -

2.3 Deformation and cracking mechanisms at microscale

Even if deformation mechanisms are dominantly cataclastic,
observations from experimental investigations at microscale
with microscopy techniques (e.g. SEM) indicated that crys-
tal plastic mechanisms occur (Desbois et al. 2017). Poten-
tial decohesion mechanisms around inclusions and cracking
within the clay matrix develop in the clay rock (Desbois
et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2015; Bésuelle et al. 2019). The
interfaces between (non-clay) mineral inclusions and clay
matrix play the role of microcracking attractors. The mi-
crocracking paths develop (by microcracks coalescence) be-
tween the inclusions and goes, from grains to grains, through
the clay matrix (intergranular cracks) (Desbois et al. 2017).
Breakage of inclusions can also occur in quartz and calcite
grains (intragranular cracks).

Furthermore, clay rocks exhibit heterogeneities at a lower
scale (i.e. clay particles and platelets). Microcracks within
the clay matrix at a lower scale would take their origin from
these smaller scale heterogeneities.

3 Microscale model

The micro-scale model is part of the double scale FE2 ap-
proach, it serves as the constitutive model of the macro-scale
simulation (Frey et al. 2013; Pardoen et al. 2018; van den
Eijnden et al. 2016). The bridge between the two scales is
realised by the periodic boundary conditions of the micro
model that are a direct result of the macro-strain. The so-
lution of the micro BVP allows to compute a homogenised
stress tensor, as the response of the behaviour at the macro-
scale. We focus here on the micro-scale model that is de-
voted to the reproduction of the clayey rock behaviour. The
material representation includes the heterogeneity of the mi-
crostructure at grain scale in the definition of a two-dimensional
representative elementary area (EA). Therefore, the microscale
behaviour is modelled as interacting deformable grains cor-
responding to the different mineral phases.

A more realistic representation of the material microstruc-
ture would be a three-dimensional model. However, before
going to more realistic 3D representation of the material,
2D calculations constitute reference results on which analy-
ses of 3D calculations can be based on later. Moreover, the
2D microstructure is enriched hereafter (section 4) by tak-
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Fig. 2 Microscopic mechanical model: (a) deformed periodic mi-
crostructure and (b) boundary cohesive forces at grain interface
(Marinelli et al. 2016).

ing into account realistic properties of the mineral inclusions
(morphology, area fraction, orientation), measured experi-
mentally in 2D material sections.

3.1 Elementary area definition

The microscale elementary area contains the details of the
material microstructure. Its role is to reproduce the behaviour
and deformation processes at small scale. The model is two-
dimensional under plane strain conditions (van den Eijn-
den et al. 2017). The EA is composed of an assembly of
elastic deformable continuous solid grains, representing the
components of the material, with damageable cohesive in-
terfaces (Fig. 2 (a)). The hydro-mechanical coupling is ne-
glected in this paper. The non linear behaviour is concen-
trated at grain contacts, with possible strain softening. As
aforementioned, macropores are very much in the minor-
ity at this scale (Robinet et al. 2012); therefore, their effect
is neglected and only the crack porosity is considered. The
microscale BVP is solved by finite element method, under
small transformation assumption. The EA length scale is as-
sumed to be much smaller than the macroscale problem, to
satisfy the separation of scales.

3.2 Boundary conditions

To be representative of material behaviour at larger scale, the
EA assumes a periodic microstructure with periodic bound-
ary conditions (Frey et al. 2013; Marinelli et al. 2016; van den
Eijnden et al. 2016, 2017).
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The macroscale deformation gradient tensor FM = 1+
∇uM is decomposed in a rotational component RM and a
symmetric stretch component UM:

FM
i j = RM

ik UM
k j (2)

The macroscale small strain tensor εM = UM− I is used
to determine the periodic boundary condition of the microscale
BVP, while the homogeneised stress tensor is rotated back
using the rotation tensor RM.

This implies linked kinematics of homologous points on
the opposite sides of external boundary of the elementary
area (Fig. 2 (a)). Introducing lead point xL

i and follow point
xF

i , the periodic constrain between homologous points on
the microscale displacement um is:

um,F
i = um,L

i + ε
M
i j y j (3)

where yi = xF
i − xL

i is the periodic vector. The associated
antiperiodic condition on the boundary traction forces ti are:

tF
i + tL

i = 0 (4)

Concerning the internal grain boundaries, they are sub-
divided into lower and upper parts Γ

−/+
int of outward normal

n−/+ (Fig. 2 (b)). Reciprocal cohesive forces c−/+i act on
the two parts which displacements are u−/+i , leading to dis-
placement discontinuity ∆ui = u+i −u−i across the interface.
The interface behaviours in normal and tangential directions
are detailed in section 3.5.

3.3 Balance equations

The field equation for the conservation of momentum of the
microscale BVP is written in the weak form for any kinemat-
ically admissible virtual field of displacement u? as follows:

∫
ΩEA

σ
m
i j

∂u?i
∂x j

dΩ =
∫

Γ
+
int

c+i u?,+i dΓ+
∫

Γ
−
int

c−i u?,−i dΓ (5)

Note that gravity effect is not considered at microscale.
The non-linear microscale equation system is solved by:

enforcement of loading through the boundary conditions,
linearisation of the field equations (Newton-Raphson iter-
ative procedure), and FEM spatial discretisation. The dis-
cretisation of the solid grains is realised by two-dimensional
four-node isoparametric quadrilateral FEs with four integra-
tion points. The one-dimensional interface elements are com-
posed of four nodes with initially zero thickness (van den
Eijnden et al. 2016). The solution allows to determine the
unknown field um

i under equilibrium conditions.

3.4 Computational homogenisation

Computational homogenisation allows scale transition (up-
scaling) by deriving the homogenised response of the EAs.
The homogenised variables are computed from the equili-
brated EA configuration. It is based on Hill-Mandel macro-
homogeneity condition (Hill 1965; Mandel 1972) of equal
virtual work at both scales. Note that, for double scale FE2

computation, the consistent tangent operators are upscaled
by static condensation (Kouznetsova et al. 2001), and ro-
tated back using the rotation tensor RM (van den Eijnden
et al. 2016).

For mechanical problems, the homogenised total stress
tensor is obtained as follows:

σ
M
i j =

1
ΩEA

∫
∂ΩF

EA

ti y j dΓ (6)

It corresponds to an average of the microscopic stresses over
the EA.

3.5 Constitutive mechanical models

The mechanical behaviour is characterised by assuming isotropic
linear elastic solid phases separated by cohesive crack mod-
els (Bilbie et al. 2008; Frey et al. 2013). The latter are dam-
ageable cohesive interfaces allowing softening of the ma-
terial due to deformation by solid grain movements. The
cohesive linear damage models in the normal and tangen-
tial directions to the grain boundary are illustrated in Fig. 3.
The independent expressions consist of bilinear laws with
a first elastic part followed by a softening (damage) branch
(Frey et al. 2013; Marinelli et al. 2016; van den Eijnden et al.
2016):

ct
n = cmax

n
(
1−Dt

n
) 1

Dt
n

∆ut
n

δ c
n

if ∆ut
n ≥ 0

= cmax
n
(
1−Dt

n
) 1

Dt
n

∆ut
n

δ c
n
−κ ∆ut

n
2 if ∆ut

n < 0

(7)

ct
t = cmax

t
(
1−Dt

t
) 1

Dt
t

∆ut
t

δ c
t

(8)

where n and t subscripts indicate the normal and tangential
directions, ct

t/n are the interface cohesion forces at time t,
cmax

t/n are the maximal cohesions, ∆ut
t/n are the non-dimensional

interface relative displacements (relative to the unit EA size)
at time t. Further, 0≤Dt

t/n ≤ 1 are softening parameters cor-
responding to the relative degradation of the interfaces at
time t, δ c

t/n are the critical relative displacements for com-
plete decohesion (ct/n = 0, Dt/n = 1). If interface closure
occurs (grain normal contact), an unilateral boundary condi-
tion is considered with κ >> cmax

n as a penalisation term to
avoid grain inter-penetration (∆un < 0).
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Fig. 3 Cohesive interface behaviour represented by linear damage laws
in (a) normal and (b) tangential directions (van den Eijnden et al. 2016).

The interface state parameters Dt
t/n depend on the time

history (τ=0...t) of interface relative displacements ∆ut/n and
initial degradation states D0

t/n:

Dt
n = max

(
D0

n,
1
δ c

n
max

0≤τ≤t
(|∆uτ

n|)
)

if ∆uτ
n ≤ δ c

n

= 1 if δ c
n < ∆uτ

n
(9)

Dt
t = max

(
D0

t ,
1
δ c

t
max

0≤τ≤t
(|∆uτ

t |)
)

if |∆uτ
t | ≤ δ c

t

= 1 if δ c
t < |∆uτ

n|
(10)

The interface elastic stiffnesses are affected by Dt
t/n as fol-

lows:

Et
t/n =

ct
t/n

∆ut
t/n

=
cmax

t/n

(
1−Dt

t/n

)
Dt

t/n δ c
t/n

(11)

which is valid for 0 ≤ ∆ut
n ≤ Dt

nδ c
n (interface opening) and

for |∆ut
t | ≤ Dt

tδ
c
t . Following Eq. 11, D0

t/n define the initial
interface stiffnesses E0

t/n. The constant softening slopes of
interface cohesion are given by:

Et/n =−
cmax

t/n

δ c
t/n

(12)

With the above definitions of the micromechanical be-
haviour, the main part of the microstructure deformation is
concentrated at grain contacts. Large deformations can there-
fore develop at the small scale and interfaces represent po-
tential microcracks.

Inclusions

Clay matrix

Interfaces inclusion/clay

Potential cracks in clay

.

.

.

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of microstructural rupture modes by
decohesion and crack mechanisms around the inclusions and within
the clay matrix.

4 Microstructure generation

The microstructure of the COx clay rock (in clay-rich zone)
is composed of non-porous mineral inclusions embedded
in a porous clay matrix (Robinet et al. 2012). Representa-
tive EAs have to describe the grains but also the failure and
damage modes at small scale. To do so, the interfaces are
considered as potential microcracks and correspond to two
types of failure, according to the mineralogy of the grains in
contact: microcracks between two different mineral phases
(inclusion-clay) and within the clay matrix (clay-clay). A
schematic representation is illustrated in Fig. 4. Such scheme
allows the developments of potential decohesion mechanisms
around the inclusions and cracking within the clay matrix as
observed in the clay rock (Desbois et al. 2017; Wang et al.
2015; Bésuelle et al. 2019). Because interface damage can
develop in both tangential and normal directions, the rup-
ture modes can be tensile/opening mode (mode I) or sliding
shear mode (mode II). No inclusion breakage is considered
in the representation, but can be easily introduced.

A multitude of potential microcrack paths is allowed within
the clay matrix at the scale of the numerical elementary areas
(EA), in adequacy with experimental observations. How-
ever, microcracking in clay at a lower scale would take its
origin from smaller scale heterogeneities. Unfortunately, such
level of complexity is not compatible with double-scale ap-
proaches. It is therefore not included in the model.

4.1 Modified Voronoi tessellation

One objective of the proposed approach is to consider a
more realistic material microstructure for numerical double-
scale scheme, based on experimental characterisation. There-
fore, several characteristics of the COx clay rock are con-
sidered in the numerical definition of 2D microscale ele-
mentary areas. These characteristics are: the mineral phases
and their area fractions; the size, elongation, orientation, and
roundness of the mineral inclusions; as well as the charac-
teristic size of representative elementary volumes (Robinet
et al. 2012; Cosenza et al. 2015a).

The microstructures are generated with periodic 2D ran-
dom Voronoi tessellation (Ghosh 2011). Each cell corre-
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sponds to a solid grain, representing either a mineral inclu-
sion, either a clay grain of the clay matrix (Fig. 4). The char-
acteristics of the mineral inclusions are taken into account in
Voronoi diagrams adapted from the work of van den Eijnden
et al. (2017). The previous generation algorithm allowed to
generate EAs with heterogeneous and anisotropic character-
istics. Nevertheless, it suffered a certain lack of represen-
tativeness of the microstructural characteristics. Improve-
ments are realised by including several parameters in the al-
gorithm that allow to control the grain morphology for each
phase. The modifications of the EA generation method are
described hereunder and in Fig. 5.

– Pre-tessellation - Mineral types (Fig. 5 (b)): Each cell
site, also called seed, is assigned a solid phase type. The
number of inclusions of each mineral type depends on
granulometry and area fractions.

– Pre-tessellation - Distance condition (Fig. 5 (b)): An el-
liptical distance condition, specific to each mineral phase,
is imposed around each site to define an exclusion zone
for other seeds and thus contributes to defining the shape
of the grain (elongation, orientation, and size). The char-
acteristics of the ellipses correspond to a random varia-
tion around the average properties measured experimen-
tally. More precisely, the variations of geometrical pa-
rameters of the exclusion elliptical zones follow uniform
random distributions between lower and upper bounds.
The latter are chosen in acceptable ranges regarding ex-
perimental measurements of grain morphology.

– Post-tessellation - Vertex adaptations (Fig. 5 (c-d)): Af-
ter completing the tessellation, an oriented adaptation of
the vertex positions of the cells is realised. This con-
sists in moving the vertices between two grains, result-
ing from tessellation, away from the center of the largest
grain. It allows to better reproduce the grain shape. A
convexity verification of the cell shape is also performed
to ensure a good quality of the FE mesh (Fig. 5 (e)). The
FE mesh is defined automatically from the tessellation.

An example of a large and realistic microstructure of
COx clay rock with 500 cells is visible in Fig. 5 (a). As
aforementioned, a variability of the microstructural charac-
teristics is allowed. It permits to reproduce the variability of
mineral and clay fractions, elongation, and orientation (see
section 4.2). Moreover, even if multiple potential microc-
rack paths are allowed in the EA, the crack location will
depend on the Voronoi cell arrangement. This is required by
the need to simplify the modelling of the microstructure to
be compatible with a double-scale scheme. Nevertheless, the
randomness of the generation allows to consider a popula-
tion of microcracks from various microstructures.

4.2 Representativeness

The elementary areas that are considered are representative
of (vertical) planes normal to the (horizontal) bedding planes.
The representativeness of the microstructure is evaluated by
comparison of numerical and experimental geometrical char-
acteristics of the minerals. An analysis is carried out on a set
of 100 EAs to assess representativeness and variability of
the generation. The results demonstrate that a realistic defi-
nition of the material microstructure is considered by taking
into account the geometrical characteristics of the mineral
inclusions.

4.2.1 Characteristic size

The representativeness of the microstructure depends firstly
on its size. The size of representative elementary volume
(REV) measured experimentally for the COx clay rock is of
VREV ≈ 0.001 mm3 giving a representative length of LREV ≈
100 µm (Robinet et al. 2012). Numerically, the EAs are di-
mensionless. However, if we assign a size to an inclusion
based on experimental characterisations; then, we assign an
artificial size to the EAs depending on the number of grains
represented. An artificial dimension can thus be estimated
for each EA by linking the number of cells to the size of the
mineral inclusions by:

ΩEA = L2
EA =

nEA,incl

µEA,incl
Sincl (13)

where ΩEA is the EA surface, LEA is the EA dimension,
nEA,incl is the number of mineral inclusions in the EA, µEA,incl
is the area fraction of inclusions in the EA, and Sincl is the
mean area of inclusions measured experimentally. Measure-
ments being mainly available on quartz and carbonates (Ta-
ble 1), the values nEA,incl , µEA,incl , and Sincl are related to
these minerals with nEA,incl = nEA,quartz+nEA,carbonates, µEA,incl =

µEA,quartz + µEA,carbonates (Eq. 14), and Sincl = 51 µm2 (de-
rived from Robinet (2008) and Robinet et al. (2012)).

The number of 250 cells is then chosen to obtain an ar-
tificial EA dimension in agreement with the characteristic
size of REV determined experimentally on morphological
considerations. An analysis performed on a set of 100 gen-
erated random EAs leads to a mean value of LEA = 105 µm,
with minimal and maximal values ranging between 100 and
110 µm.

The same set of EAs is used hereafter to assess the rep-
resentativeness of the microstructure generation. Examples
of EAs are detailed in Fig. 6 (a) for different clay contents.

4.2.2 Mineral phase contents

Numerically, the mineral contents correspond to the area
fractions of each mineral phase within a generated microstruc-
ture. It is calculated in an EA by summing the area of all
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Fig. 5 Microstructure of COx clay rock represented by (a) a numerical periodic elementary area with the details of the generation steps: (b)
Voronoi sites with distance condition, (c) tessellation, (d) vertex adaptations, (e) material assignment and FE meshing.

Voronoi cells belonging to each mineral type:

µEA,mineral =
1

SEA

nEA,mineral

∑
i=0

Smineral,i (14)

where nEA,mineral is the grain number of a mineral type and
SEA = 1 is the dimensionless size of the EA.

The frequency distributions of mineral area fractions are
detailed in Fig. 6 (b). Only the results for pyrite is not pre-
sented because of the low number of inclusions. This is also
the case for the other results presented further. The numer-
ical average values are 18% of quartz, 30% of carbonates,
2% of pyrite, and 50% of clay matrix. They correspond to
average values of experimental data (Table 1). Furthermore,
numerical results and experimental measurements (Cosenza
et al. 2015a,b) of the local clay fraction distribution are de-
picted in Fig. 6 (b). Their comparison can be realised be-
cause the sizes of the numerical EAs (mean value of LEA =
105 µm) and of the experimental measurement cells (critical
length of 110 µm) are similar. It highlights that the scatter-
ing of the clay matrix content is also well captured in the set
of numerical microstructures. This is achieved by improve-
ments of the generation algorithm that allow to control the
mineral area fractions.

4.2.3 Morphology of mineral inclusions

As aforementioned, the morphology of the mineral inclu-
sions can be evaluated by ellipse fitting procedure. This pro-
cedure can also be applied to the cells of the numerical EAs.
The frequency distributions of grain elongations and orien-
tations of the quartz and carbonate inclusions are detailed in
Fig. 7. The numerical results are compared to experimental
data in sections perpendicular to the bedding planes (Robi-
net et al. 2012). The average numerical values of elongations
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Fig. 6 Representative microstructures of COx clay rock: (a) examples
of numerical elementary areas with various clay contents, and (b) dis-
tributions of mineral area fractions.

are 0.65 and 0.61 for quartz and carbonates, respectively.
The preferential orientation of the inclusions in the EAs is
horizontal and thereby parallel to the bedding planes. These
results are in good agreement with average measurements
(Table 1) and satisfactorily reproduces the variability of the
characteristics.

In the examples of representative microstructures of Fig. 6
(a), one can observe that some grains are angular and others
are more ellipsoidal. From microscale morphological obser-
vations, a non-negligible quantity of mineral grains in the
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clay rock can be assimilated to ellipsoids. Nevertheless, the
ellipsoidal shape is far from being the most representative
shape (Jorand 2006) and a certain number of concave grains
are even observed. Consequently, there is no ideal geometric
shape to represent the mineral grains and representative mi-
crostructures are generated to reproduce, as well as possible,
the measurements of grain morphology.

4.2.4 Size of mineral inclusions

As for the EA size, an artificial size is assigned to the min-
eral grains by considering the mean area of quartz and car-
bonate inclusions measured experimentally, Sincl . The nu-
merical grain size distributions of mineral inclusions of the
entire set of EAs are detailed in Fig. 8. One can observe
that the inclusion sizes range from several micrometers to a
few hundreds. For each type of mineral, the minimal-mean-
maximal sizes are: 6-72-230 µm2 for quartz, 6-43-115 µm2

for carbonates, and 6-35-84 µm2 for pyrite. Once again,
these results are in good agreement with experimental data
(Sammartino et al. (2003); Robinet et al. (2012); Table 1).

5 Clay rock behaviour modelling

Material behaviour is generally analysed through the response
of samples subjected to enforced loading paths. The devel-
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Fig. 8 Grain area distributions of numerical mineral inclusions in COx
clay rock.

oped microscale model intends to address the COx clay rock
behaviour at a the level of the clay matrix and of the min-
eral inclusions (with LEA ≈ LREV ≈ 100 µm). Therefore,
numerical modelling of biaxial compression tests in plane
strain state is performed on the 2D EAs to analyse the mi-
cromechanical behaviour of the clay rock. It consists of an
isotropic confining phase up to a given σini followed by a
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Table 2 Microscale mechanical parameters.

Minerals E [GPa] ν [-]
Tectosilicates (quartz) 95 0.074
Carbonates (calcite) 84 0.317
Heavy minerals (pyrite) 305 0.154
Clay matrix 2.3 0.110
Interfaces δ c

t/n [-] D0
t/n [-] cmax

t [MPa] cmax
n [MPa]

0.1 0.001 2.5 1.0

vertical compression with constant lateral stress. The latter
is performed by enforcing a global homogenised strain in the
vertical direction ε11. The other components ε13 and ε33 are
adjusted in order to maintain fixed the homogneised stress
tensor components σ33 = σini and σ13 = 0, since the answer
is a priori anisotropic (iterative process by Newton-Raphson
algorithm). An emphasis is put on the material response to
deviatoric solicitation and on the deformation processes. Mi-
cromechanical properties are also calibrated against experi-
mental data and the variability of the microscale behaviour
is analysed.

5.1 Micromechanical properties and response

The EAs and their properties are chosen to reproduce the
real microstructure of the clay rock, its micromechanical
behaviour, and its deformation process. The mineral con-
stituents are assigned linear elastic properties, with constitu-
tive parameters depending on mineral phases of each grain.
They are defined in Table 2 by Young’s moduli E and Pois-
son’s ratios ν from Ahrens (1995); Robinet et al. (2012);
van den Eijnden et al. (2017). The properties of the inter-
faces are assumed to be homogeneous, regardless of the min-
eralogical nature of the grains in contact. This is a simplify-
ing hypothesis that will certainly have to be reviewed in the
future.

Both mineral and interface properties influence the over-
all microscale response. The stiffnesses of grains and in-
terfaces influence the initial stiffness of the response. The
grains interface properties influence the microscale non-linear
behaviour, peak strength, and strain softening (van den Ei-
jnden et al. 2017). A calibration of interface properties is
performed based on homogeneised microscale response of
one EA to deviatoric loading. The chosen EA is the one
on the bottom of Fig. 6 (a) with 60% clay content and the
compression is performed with constant horizontal confin-
ing pressures of σ33 = 2 and 12 MPa. The global stress-
strain response curves and the calibration are detailed in
Fig. 9. The curves are defined by the global deviatoric stress
q = σ11−σ33 (given that σ13 = 0) versus the homogenised
vertical ε11 and lateral ε33 strains of the EA.

A comparison is made between the numerical results
and experimental results of triaxial compression tests per-
formed on laboratory specimen of COx clay rock (Armand

et al. 2017; Pardoen and Collin 2017). It must be empha-
sised that the numerical modelling are performed at the mi-
croscale of an EA and the experimental tests were realised
on a macroscopic scale (not to mention the 3D effects that
are not taken into account in the modelling). The mechani-
cal interactions between a set of EAs (which could consti-
tute a macroscopic sample) are not taken into account in the
numerical modelling. Thus, a correspondence between the
behaviour at microscale (macro constitutive response) and
experimental specimen (macro scale) is meaningful only for
homogeneous modes of deformation. Non-homogeneous de-
formation modes at macroscale, induced for example by strain
localisation, lead to a structural response which can no longer
be compared directly to the constitutive behaviour (e.g., Bé-
suelle et al. 2007). It is well known that macroscale responses
highlight a much more pronounced softening behaviour than
the constitutive response, because of the non-homogeneous
deformation. Comparing the deviatoric stress responses at
micro and macro scales allows only the calibration of mi-
cromechanical properties up to the stress peak qmax (i.e. ap-
proximately the initialisation of the strain localisation).

Moreover, the macroscopic experimental results are given
as references (for a further discussion and sensitivity analy-
ses) in order to isolate the mechanical behaviour of only one
EA and of the associated parameters (e.g. mineral contents,
morphology of mineral grains, etc.)

The calibration is performed by analysing the influence
of the interface parameters. The calibrated values are given
in Table 2 and correspond to the curves marked with a num-
ber 0 in Fig. 9. The results indicate that the initial global
stiffness, related to the mineral elastic properties and to the
elastic stiffness of the interfaces, is well reproduced. The
reproduction of the global non-linear behaviour and peak
strength is analysed through the influence of the interface
plastic parameters in both normal and tangential directions.

Fig. 9 (a) highlights the influence of the variation of
maximal interface cohesion forces. From the values in Ta-
ble 2, the variation is performed by multiplying simultane-
ously cmax

t/n and δ c
t/n by factors of 2, 3/2, 1, 2/3, 1/2. The

parameter sets are referenced in Table 3. The results indi-
cate that the peak strength of the overall microscale response
is mostly related to the interface cohesion parameters. It is
noted that the behaviour at 12 MPa shows a higher resistance
than at 2 MPa, typical of what is usually referred to as fric-
tional macroscopic behaviour, while the behaviour of inter-
faces at the micro scale is only cohesive at this stage. This is
because a high mean stress leads to greater difficulty in dam-
aging the interfaces, at least in mode I, with contact forces
reinforcing the effect of cohesion. Fig. 9 (b) highlights the
influence of the variation of interface softening slopes. From
the values in Table 2, the variation is performed by simulta-
neously multiplying δ c

t/n and dividing D0
t/n by factors of 4,

2, 1, 1/2, 1/4 (Table 3). The results indicate that the post-
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Fig. 9 Deviatoric stress responses at microscale under biaxial compression (numerical) compared to macroscale response under triaxial compres-
sion (experimental) for σ3 = 2 and 12 MPa: influence of (a) maximal interface cohesion forces and (b) interface softening slopes.

Table 3 Sets of grain interface parameters used for calibration with
variation of maximal cohesion forces and softening.

Parameter set δ c
t/n [-] D0

t/n [-] cmax
t [MPa] cmax

n [MPa]
0 0.1 0.001 2.5 1.0
1 0.2 0.001 5.0 2.0
2 0.15 0.001 3.75 1.5
3 0.067 0.001 1.67 0.67
4 0.05 0.001 1.25 0.5
5 0.4 0.00025 2.5 1.0
6 0.2 0.0005 2.5 1.0
7 0.05 0.002 2.5 1.0
8 0.025 0.004 2.5 1.0

peak behaviour of the overall microscale response is mostly
related to the softening and damage at grain contacts. In-
creasing the interface softening slopes induces a more pro-
nounced overall strain softening. Furthermore, the calibrated
set of properties in Table 2 is used for all the following mod-
elling.

It is also to mention that, regarding the mineralogical
composition of the clay rock and the local clay fraction dis-
tribution in Fig. 6 (b) (Cosenza et al. 2015a,b), the con-
sidered EA has a clay content (60%) close to the maximal
content. Thus, the previous calibration could also have been
done for lower clay contents. However, in a range of 40 to
60% (Fig. 6 (b)), the clay content does not affect signifi-
cantly the calibration of grain interface properties. The vari-

ability of material response to the mineral phase contents is
studied in a following section.

5.2 Variability of material response

The material response to biaxial compression is now mod-
elled for a set of 32 numerical microstructures described
in sections 4.1 and 4.2, with parameters from Tab. 2. The
stress-strain response curves are detailed in Fig. 10 for con-
fining pressures of σ3 = 2 and 12 MPa and compared to ex-
perimental data. The results highlight the dispersion of the
microscale behaviour related to the variability of the mi-
crostructures. The latter is related to the variability of the
mineral phase contents, the method of EA generation, and
the grain morphology as described in section 4. The cali-
brated interface properties allow to obtain an accurate repro-
duction of the material response, especially in the vertical
direction at high confinement.

5.3 Sensitivity analyses

The influences of several microscale characteristics on the
material response and on its variability are investigated with
sensitivity analyses. They are performed with a focus on
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Fig. 10 Variability of deviatoric stress responses at microscale under
biaxial compression related to microstructural characteristics (mineral
contents, grain morphology, and inclusion positions). Comparison to
experimental data at macroscale for σ3 = 2 and 12 MPa.

the microstructure generation for identical micromechanical
properties of Table 2.

5.3.1 Mineral phase contents

The variability of the mineral area fractions of the gener-
ated set of microstructures (Fig. 6) is a source of variability
of the microscale global behaviour. Amongst the minerals,
pyrite is very stiff but is present in small quantities, quartz
and carbonates have a similar stiffness, and the clay matrix
has a low stiffness. Therefore, a low clay content, i.e. high
content of mineral inclusions, leads to a stiffer response.

To enlighten this, EAs having different clay contents of
40%, 50%, and 60% are considered. These values corre-
spond to the minimal, mean, and maximal clay contents of
the clay rock measured by Cosenza et al. (2015a) and repro-
duced in the EAs (Fig. 6). For each clay content, 10 EAs
with identical mineral contents are biaxially loaded under a
confinement of σ3 = 12 MPa. The numerical results are de-
picted in Fig. 11 with only the average response curve and
the range for each set, i.e. the most resistant and least resis-
tant responses. The mineral contents of quartz, carbonates,
pyrite, and clay are respectively of 22-36-2-40% in Fig. 11

(a), 18-30-2-50% in Fig. 11 (b), which are the average val-
ues in Table 1, and 14-24-2-60% in Fig. 11 (c).

From 60% to 40% of clay matrix, numerical results in-
dicate that the average initial stiffness of the EAs (calcu-
lated between ε1 = 0% and 0.3%) evolves from 3.5 to 5.5
GPa. However, the mineral contents do not clearly affect the
global peak strength which is mainly related to the grain in-
terface properties.

5.3.2 Microstructure generation

Another origin of the microscale behaviour scattering is the
randomness of EA generation by Voronoi tessellation. For
identical mineral phase contents, the EAs have similar mi-
crostructural characteristics but with random allocations of
the grain positions (sites of Voronoi cells) and variable grain
morphology (size, elongation, orientation). To analyse the
influence of the latter, 10 EAs with identical mineral con-
tents are considered. The average values in Table 1 are firstly
considered. The contents are 18% of quartz, 30% of carbon-
ates, 2% of pyrite, and 50% of clay.

For these values and the micromechanical properties from
Tab. 2, the numerical results of biaxial compressions under a
confinement of σ3 = 12 MPa are detailed in Fig. 11 (b) with
only the average response curve and the range (most and
least resistant responses). By comparison to the response
dispersion in Fig. 10, which includes variable mineral con-
tents, it can be seen that the variability of the microscale
response for fixed mineral contents is limited but not zero.
Similar observations can be done for other cases of constant
mineral contents by comparing Fig. 11 (a) and (c) to Fig. 10.

It implies that the randomness of inclusion positions and
grain morphology contributes to the microscale behaviour
variability. This suggests that, if from a morphological point
of view, the chosen size of the EAs is considered sufficient,
this is not quite the case from the point of view of the ho-
mogenised mechanical response.

5.3.3 Grain angularity

The grain angularity also influences the microscale behaviour.
It can be controlled in the EA generation by an optimisation
of the roundness of the grains. The optimisation consists in
a shape correction of the Voronoi cells related to a form of
minimisation of the specific grain boundary (quadratic sum
of the grains’ boundaries lengths) and modulated by a coef-
ficient η between 0 (original cell, maximum angularity) and
1 (full optimisation, maximum roundness) (van den Eijnden
et al. 2017).

Examples of microstructures composed of 250 cells with
angular and rounded grains are available in Fig. 12 (a). The
influence of grain angularity is analysed on microstructures
having identical mineral contents (from Table 1), identical
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numbers and positions of inclusions (Fig. 12 (a)), as well as
identical micromechanical properties (Table 2). The sensi-
tivity of the overall microscale response to grain angularity
under biaxial compression (σ3 = 12 MPa) is illustrated in
Fig. 12 (b). The results highlight that an increase of the grain
roundness engenders an increase of both stiffness (slight in-
crease) and peak strength. However, the roundness of grains
reduces their elongations, which deteriorates the reproduc-
tion of the geometrical characteristics measured experimen-
tally (Fig. 7 (a,c)) and the expected anisotropy. A deterio-
ration is already observed for η = 0.4. Consequently, a low
value of η = 0.2 is selected to reproduce correctly both grain
morphology and material response.

5.3.4 Characteristic size

We have seen previously that the representativeness of the
microstructure on morphological aspects is related to its size
(section 4.2). This has led to the choice of EAs with 250 cells

allowing the reproduction of the representative length of the
microstructure (LEA ≈ LREV ≈ 100 µm). Nevertheless, the
effect of the microstructure size on the microscale mechani-
cal response deserves to be studied.

It is analysed by considering EAs with an increasing
number of Voronoi cells of 50, 100, and 250 cells (Fig. 13
(a)), giving LEA = 50, 70, and 105 µm, respectively. All
the other parameters are kept constant with mineral contents
and micromechanical properties from Tables 1 and 2. The
range of the response curves over 10 tested EAs for each
case is illustrated in Fig. 13 (b) where the most and least
resistant responses are represented for each set. One can ob-
serve that the microscale response is similar but the variabil-
ity decreases with increasing size of the microstructures. It
confirms that the partial lack of representativeness of the EA
mechanical response is mitigated by the microstructure size.
The dispersion of the responses for microstructures with 250
grains is relatively limited. It is considered that this number
of 250 grains is a good compromise between representative-
ness, cost in terms of computation time in a double scale
framework, and a certain dispersion. The latter reflects mul-
tiple forms of variability in the microstructure inherent in a
natural material that encompasses a stochastic character.

5.4 Small-scale deformation

The microscale behaviour has been analysed in term of global
stress-strain response of elementary areas. However, defor-
mations at microscale occur within the EAs due to solic-
itations. To enlighten them, an analysis of the small-scale
deformation is presented during a biaxial loading (σ3 = 12
MPa).

5.4.1 Grain movements and micro-damage

Deformations are studied on one microstructure to enlighten
grain movements and micro-damage of interfaces. The tested
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microstructure is the one on the bottom of Fig. 6 (a) with
60% clay content. The response curve is detailed in Fig. 14
(a) up to ε1 = 10% of vertical deformation. One can observe
that the maximal shear strength is of qmax = 40.6 MPa and
occurs for a vertical strain of ε1 = 3.4%. Then, strain soften-
ing occurs with a reduction of the deviatoric stress in post-
peak regime. This behaviour depends on the calibrated in-
terface properties (Table 2).

The small-scale deformations are illustrated in Fig. 14
(b) for ε1= 1%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 7%, and 10% and indicated on
the response curve of Fig. 14 (a). Some graphical symbols in
Fig. 14 (b) indicate cohesion softening (partially damaged)
and complete decohesion (fully damaged) of interfaces. Be-
cause the interface behaviour is defined, in the actual ver-
sion, independently in tangential and normal directions, both
components of damage can develop on the same interface.
The representation of the grain interface state in Fig. 14 (b)
includes both components in a global damage value. The lat-
ter is defined as the maximal value of the damage ratios of
the two modes:

D = max(Dn,Dt) (15)

where Dt/n are the damage ratios in shear (tangential) and
opening (normal) modes (Eq. 9 and 10). Thus, the global
damage at grain contacts is represented in Fig. 14 (b) with a
distinction between interfaces having reached cohesion soft-
ening D0

t/n < D < 1 and complete decohesion D = 1 (fully

damaged). Moreover, the size of the graphical symbols in
Fig. 14 (b) are proportional to the global damage value D.

One can observe that the deformation of the microstruc-
ture remains limited before peak stress (ε1 ≤ 3.4%). In pre-
peak regime, an interface softening, especially in shearing,
initiates which induces a loss of linearity of the EA response.
Then, an increase of damage and a coalescence of dam-
aged interfaces occurs during the loading to form a micro
fault that propagates through the whole EA. It induces a
strain softening behaviour of the global response. In post-
peak regime, interfaces attain complete decohesion in the
fault. This generates important displacements between grains.
Moreover, the micro fault pattern is constrained by periodic
boundary conditions (Bilbie et al. 2008).

To better understand the grain interface behaviour, three
damage indicators are studied during the vertical loading.
The first in Fig. 15 (a) corresponds to the maximal damage
ratios of all the interfaces in the EA, in both normal Dmax

n
and tangential Dmax

t directions. It is therefore related to one
interface which damage state is the highest in the whole EA.
It is to recall that the damage ratios in the interfaces evolve
from 0 at ∆ut/n = 0, D0

t/n at the start of cohesion soften-
ing, to 1 at complete decohesion (Fig. 3, Eqs. 7 and 8).
The second damage indicator in Fig. 15 (b) is the propor-
tion of interfaces in the EA having reached softening and
complete decohesion. It consists in a more general indica-
tor of the overall damage state of the microstructure. The
third indicator in Fig. 15 (c) corresponds to the proportion
of interfaces which are more damaged in shear mode than
in opening mode Dt > Dn, vice versa Dt < Dn, or which are
still in elastic state with Dt and Dn < D0

t/n. It allows deter-
mining the dominant mode of deformation and damage at
each grain contacts. In Fig. 15, the peak deviatoric stress of
the EA mechanical response is also indicated to distinguish
pre- and post-peak global microscale regimes.

The numerical results indicate that the interface behaviour
remains globally elastic during the isotropic confining phase,
even if a low interface softening develops (Fig. 15 (b-c)). At
the end of the confining phase (beginning of the curves at
ε1 = 0), only a small proportion (7.7%) of interfaces reaches
softening (6.1% in shear and 1.6% in opening, Fig. 15 (b))
with low damage ratios (Dmax

t = 3.21E−3 and Dmax
n = 3.79E−

3, Fig. 15 (a)).
During the vertical compression in pre-peak regime, the

proportion of elastic interfaces decreases (Fig. 15 (c)); thus,
the proportions of interfaces in softening mode increase (Fig.
15 (b)), together with an increase of the damage ratios (Fig.
15 (a)). This induces a loss of linearity of the EA response
in pre-peak regime (Fig. 14 (a)). Besides, interfaces can be
damaged in both directions simultaneously, as highlighted
by the proportions in Fig. 15 (b). However, the results in
Fig. 15 (c) indicate that most of the interfaces in the EA are
more damaged in shear mode than in opening mode with
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Dt > Dn. In fact, all damage indicators are higher for the
shearing (Fig. 15 (a-c)) which indicates that the softening
in the tangential direction develops more rapidly than in the
normal direction, under deviatoric loading of the EA. This
is consistent with the observed interface cohesion soften-
ing and tangential relative displacements between grains in
Fig. 14 (b).

Then, when the peak deviatoric stress is reached, only
3.4% of the interfaces remain elastic (Fig. 15 (c)). A propor-
tion of 95.5% and 39.0% of interfaces are in softening mode
in tangential and normal directions respectively (Fig. 15 (b)),
with shearing the dominant mode of damage (Dt > Dn for
74.3% of interfaces, Fig. 15 (c)). However, the maximal dam-
age ratios remain below a value of 1 (Fig. 15 (a)). Conse-
quently, none of the interfaces in the EA attains a complete
decohesion when the global strain softening regime starts.
In post-peak regime, the first complete decohesion of inter-
face in the tangential and normal directions Dmax

t/n = 1 oc-
curs respectively at ε1 = 6% and 7% of vertical deformation
(Fig. 15 (a)). In terms of vertical deformations, this is far
after the peak deviatoric stress of the EA response.

The proportions of interfaces reaching complete deco-
hesion correspond to the difference between the two lines
related to each interface direction in Fig. 15 (b). At the end
of the loading at ε1 = 10%, the proportions of interfaces
in complete decohesion are of 3.9% in shear and 1.9% in
opening modes. The fully damaged interfaces are visible in
Fig. 14 (b). Therefore, even if a small proportion of inter-
faces reaches complete decohesion, they contribute signifi-
cantly to the microscopic localised deformations in the EA.
Moreover, the results confirm that shearing is the principal
mode of deformation, softening, and damage at the grain
contacts. It implies that the dominant relative movement be-
tween grains is sliding in the tangential direction to their
contacts.

The results in Fig. 14 (b) also emphasise that the coales-
cence of the microcracks creates intergranular cracks with a
certain roughness (which depends on the tessellation). This
roughness makes that, for questions of geometric compati-
bility, some cracks only slide while others also open which
generates a global dilatancy. This can be seen in Fig. 14
(b) where lateral deformation of the microstructure devel-
ops during the vertical loading. Thus, even if the mechani-
cal behaviour of asperities is not directly modelled at grain
contacts (in the interface constitutive behaviour), a dilative
global material behaviour is reproduced.

5.4.2 Variability of microcracking patterns

The deformation pattern detailed in Fig. 14 (b) is related
to one EA. However, various types of microstructures with
identical micromechanical properties (Table 2) can exhibit
various microcracking patterns. Several microstructures (of
250 cells and 50% of clay content) representing different
degrees of angularity, elongation, and preferential orienta-
tion of grains, are presented in Fig. 16 (b) in their deformed
states. These states are obtained after a biaxial compression
under σ3 = 12 MPa and up to ε1 = 10%. At this point, all
global mechanical responses have reached softening state
related to the softening and damage at grain contacts. The
response curves are illustrated in Fig. 16 (a).

The cases [1-2] in Fig. 16 are microstructures which
have similar micromechanical characteristics (grain num-
ber, grain morphology, and microscale mechanical param-
eters) than the one in Fig. 14. Their microcracking patterns
can therefore be compared. However, mineral contents and
inclusion positions differ. Both microstructures [1] and [2]
have a clay content of 50% while the microstructure in Fig. 14
has a clay content of 60%. Their material response in pre-
peak stress regime can therefore be compared to the results
of Fig. 11 (b,c). In post-peak softening regime, comparing
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the results of Fig. 14 (b) and Fig. 16 (b) [1-2] indicates
that the microcracking patterns are similar but with differ-
ent inclinations and locations of the micro fault. The vari-
ability of the microcracking patterns is therefore related to
the variability of inclusion positions. The latter differ due to
the randomness of the generation method (random Voronoi
tessellation). Furthermore, among these microstructures, the
[2] exhibits a more distributed and lower damage of the in-
terfaces and therefore a lower softening of the global mi-
croscale response (Fig. 16 (a) [1-2]).

The shape of the grains (angular, rounded, or elongated)
also modifies the damage of the microstructure. The influ-

ence on the rupture paths can be analysed. The case [3] in
Fig. 16 considers rounded grains with the microstructure of
Fig. 12 (a) for η = 1. As detailed before, the peak strength
of the global microscale response is increased for rounded
grains (Fig. 16 (a) [3], Fig. 12). Moreover, the interface soft-
ening and damage are reduced by grain roundness which re-
stricts the development of micro fault. The global softening
of the EA is consequently also reduced. The case [4] con-
siders an anisotropic microstructure composed of elongated
grains oriented in the direction of the bedding planes (hor-
izontal). It is obtained by defining a anisotropy stretch and
a bedding orientation of the microstructure during its gen-
eration (van den Eijnden et al. 2017). In this particular case
(compression perpendicular to the bedding), the elongation
does not affect significantly the peak strength of the global
microscale response, neither the orientation of microcracks
(Fig. 16 [4]). However, in opposition to the previous case
with rounded grains, it significantly increases the softening
behaviour. Moreover, one notes a higher shearing of the mi-
crostructure than for other microstructures, indicating a sig-
nificant rotation of the strain tensor principal directions.

Furthermore, the results in Fig. 14 to 16 highlight that
microscale strain softening behaviour is related to grain move-
ments, micro-damage, as well as initiation and propagation
of intergranular micro fault (Galvanetto and Aliabadi 2009).
Additionally, the shape of the grains influences the small-
scale deformations, global peak strength, and strain soften-
ing behaviour.

6 Conclusions

The realism and representativeness of the microstructural
behaviour modelling of a clay rock is improved by taking
into account the microscale characteristics, including their
heterogeneity and variability. The definition of numerical
microstructures includes the properties of the mineralogical
constituents, of the grain morphology, of the intergranular
contacts and rupture modes, as well as the material charac-
teristic size. Moreover, the influence of properties variabil-
ity on the representativeness of the microscale behaviour is
emphasised. By comparison to experimental data, the repre-
sentativeness of generated microstructures is validated both
geometrically and regarding the mechanical behaviour.

The modelling of the micromechanical behaviour focuses
on the reproduction of global stress response and small-scale
deformations. It emphasises the behaviour variability in re-
lation to the microstructural properties. In terms of devia-
toric stress response under biaxial compression, the variabil-
ity of the overall behaviour is related to the random positions
of inclusions and to the mineral contents. This variability de-
creases with increasing size of the microstructure. Besides,
grain angularity and cohesive resistance at grain contacts in-
fluence the global material peak strength and softening.
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Under deviatoric loading, numerical analyses of small-
scale deformations demonstrate that shearing is the domi-
nant mode of deformation at the grain contacts. In fact, dur-
ing the loading, the proportions of contacts reaching soften-
ing or complete decohesion states are larger in shear mode
than in opening mode. Thus, the dominant relative grain
movements occur mainly by sliding along their interfaces.
This deformation process induces a decohesion mechanism
at some grain contacts which, in turn, engenders micro fault-
ing. The decohesion is not generalised for all granular con-
tacts but appears clearly in a localised manner for a small
proportion of them. The micro faults develop between inclu-
sions and clay matrix or within the clay matrix, as observed
experimentally. Their appearance contributes significantly
to localised deformations at small scale. Furthermore, the
overall non-linearity and strain softening of the microstruc-
ture behaviour are due firstly to the initiation and develop-
ment of micro-damage, then to the coalescence and propaga-
tion of intergranular micro faults. The variability of the mi-
crocracking patterns related to the microstructure variability
(inclusion positions, morphology, etc.) is also studied. It em-
phasises the effect of the geometry of the potential cracking
paths on the material behaviour. Finally, the enhanced ho-
mogenised small-scale response can serve as a more realistic
constitutive law at larger-scale in the context of double-scale
computing.
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